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Background: Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is a common component of most idiopathic calcium

oxalate (CaOx) stones and is often used as a nidus to induce the formation of CaOx kidney

stones.

Methods: This work comparatively studies the cytotoxicity of four kinds of HAP crystals

with different sizes (40 nm to 2 μm), namely, HAP-40 nm, HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 μm, and

HAP-2 μm, on human renal proximal tubular epithelial cells (HK-2).

Results: HAP crystals reduce the viability and membrane integrity of HK-2 cells in

a concentration-dependent manner and consequently cause cytoskeleton damage, cell swel-

ling, increased intracellular reactive oxygen species level, decreased mitochondrial mem-

brane potential, increased intracellular calcium concentration, blocked cell cycle and

stagnation in G0/G1 phase, and increased cell necrosis rate. HAP toxicity to HK-2 cells

increases with a decrease in crystal size.

Conclusion: Cell damage caused by HAP crystals increases the risk of kidney stone

formation.
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Introduction
Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is the main component of vascular calcification (VC) pla-

ques, and its toxicity to vascular smooth muscle cells has been widely studied.1–3

HAP is a common component in urine and in most idiopathic calcium oxalate

(CaOx) kidney stones,4–6 but its toxic mechanism on renal epithelial cells has not

been thoroughly investigated.

HAP is the core component of Randall plaque.7,8 Khan et al8 performed biopsies

on patients with idiopathic calculi and found spherical HAP crystals with repre-

sentative Randall plaques in all patients with calculi. The basement membrane of

the Henle’s loop is the initial location of HAP formation and is composed of

collagen and a large amount of mucopolysaccharide, which attracts calcium and

phosphate ions to form apatite through an electrostatic action. Therefore, Randall

plaque is a result of crystallization within a collagen matrix; if this material reaches

the suburothelial space and penetrates the urothelium, then it can serve as an anchor

site for a CaOx overlay, ultimately inducing CaOx kidney stone formation.5,9,10

Evan et al9,11 showed that Randall plaque acts as a nidus that induces the formation

of CaOx stones at the tip of the nipple.

HAP can cause oxidative stress that damages renal epithelial cells and promotes

HAP aggregation on the basement membrane of renal tubular epithelium. HAP
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massive accumulation changes the physical and chemical

environments of the interstitial cells, which in turn induces

the formation of calcified plaque in the renal papilla. HAP

can flow with the urine to the renal pelvis, remain in the

distal tubule lumen, stimulate the hydrogen secretion of

distal tubules, and acidify urine. HAP crystals dissolve at

the end of collecting tubules, thereby releasing calcium

ions, which combine with oxalate ions in urine to form

CaOx crystals.12 When renal epithelial cells are damaged,

HAP deposits come in contact with supersaturated urine

from adjacent renal sources, then act as initial and adhe-

sion sites to adsorb small crystals in urine, such as CaOx

and calcium phosphate, and subsequently adhere to their

surfaces and induce microcrystalline aggregation.13 Kuo

et al14 believed that this crystal attachment may be

a special heterogeneous nucleation. If the crystal lattices

of the two crystals in a supersaturated solution are similar,

then one component is oriented in the existing crystal

plane of the other component, that is, the orientation

epitaxial.

HAP cytotoxicity is closely related to its size and

morphology. Shi et al15 studied the effects of HAP at

different sizes (20 nm, 80 nm, and 12 μm) on the uptake

and function of human umbilical vein endothelial cells and

found that nano-HAP is more conducive to cellular uptake

and exerts greater damage to normal cell function than

micro-HAP. Han et al16 analyzed the inhibitory effect of

nano-HAP of different sizes (60, 170, and 290 nm) on

cancer cells (Bel-7402) and its mechanism; the concentra-

tion was 0.56 g/L, and the inhibition rates of the three

HAP sizes were 75%, 40%, and 20%. Yuan et al17 showed

that the anti-tumor activity and apoptosis-inducing ability

of 26 nm and 45 nm HAP are greater than those of 78 and

175 nm HAP in HepG2 cells.

Early studies focused on the damage of single-size

apatite to renal epithelial cells.18,19 However, urine crystal-

lites have varying sizes in patient with kidney stones and

normal people due to the difference in supersaturation and

urine inhibitor concentration.8 The difference in HAP

crystal size on renal epithelial cell toxicity and the poten-

tial risk of Randall plaque formation have not been inves-

tigated yet. We selected four different sizes of nano/micron

HAP crystals to study their differences in cytotoxicity and

endocytosis in renal epithelial cells. The internal relation-

ship between the physicochemical properties of crystals

and cytotoxicity was also analyzed from the perspective of

chemistry and cell biology to provide new inspiration for

revealing the formation mechanism of Randall plaque.

Materials and Methods
Materials and Instruments
Materials

The following materials were used: human renal proximal

tubular epithelial cells (HK-2; Shanghai Cell Bank, Chinese

Academy of Sciences); HAP (purity ≥97%; Huizhou

Weijing Nano New Material Co., Ltd.); Dulbecco’s mod-

ified Eagle’s medium (DMEM/F-12, Cat. No. yk-969612)

and pancreatin (Cat. No. 25200–056) (Gibco Company

(Gibco, NY, USA)). Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8, Cat. No.

BA00208) was purchased from Bioss (Beijing, China).

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) kit (Cat. No. KGT02448),

Hematoxylin-eosin (HE, Cat. No. KGA224), reactive oxy-

gen species (ROS) detection kit (Cat. No. KGAF019),

Annexin V-FITC/Propidium iodide (Cat. No. KGA108),

Actin-Tracker Green (Cat. No. KGMP001), intracellular

calcium (Fluo-4 AM) dyeing solution (Cat. No.

KGAF024), and mitochondrial membrane potential detec-

tion kit (JC-1, Cat. No. KGA603) were purchased from

KeyGEN Bio. Tech., Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). Other

conventional chemical reagents are analytical grade and

were purchased from Guangzhou Chemical Reagent

Factory.

Instruments

The following apparatuses were used: XL-30 environmental

scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips, Eindhoven,

Netherlands), Fourier transform infrared absorption spectro-

meter (EQUINOX 55, Bruker, Germany), D/max2400X

X-ray powder diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan), Nano-ZS type

nano particle size analyzer (Malvern, UK), Tristar 3000 spe-

cific surface area and porosity analyzer (Micromeritics, USA);

microplate reader (Thermo Multiskan MK3, USA), inverted

fluorescence microscope (Leica DMRA2, Germany), optical

microscope (OLYMPUS, CKX41, Japan), flow cytometry

(Beckman, Gallios, USA), and confocal microscope

(LSM510 Meta Duo Scan, Zeiss, Germany).

Experimental Methods
FT-IR, XRD, and SEM Analyses of HAP Crystals

FT-IR: HAP was conducted with KBr discs in the region

of 4000 cm−1 to 400 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1.

XRD: dried HAP crystals with different sizes were

recorded with Cu-Kα radiation at a scanning rate of 8° per

min in the 2θ range from 5° to 55°.

SEM: HAP suspension was prepared with absolute

ethanol, then ultrasonic dispersion uniformity, sprayed

with gold, and then observed by SEM. The dimensions
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of the crystals were statistically measured using Nano

Measurer (v1.2.5) software.

Determination of Zeta Potential, Conductivity, and

Surface Structure of HAP Crystals

Detection of Zeta Potential and Conductivity of Each

Crystal in Pure Water and Culture Solution

HAP crystals with different size were dispersed in distilled

water or DMEM/F-12 medium (without serum). The solu-

tion was prepared at a concentration of 0.10 mg/mL. After

ultrasonication for 5 min, the zeta potential and conductivity

of the crystals were measured by nano-ZS nanoparticle sizer.

Determination of Specific Surface Area, Pore Volume, and

Pore Size of Crystals

Nitrogen sorption isotherms were measured at −196°C by

using a Tristar 3000 surface area and porosity analyzer.

The specific surface area of the nanoparticles was deter-

mined via the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) method, and

data were processed by the BJH (Rod rett–Joyner–

Halenda) method to obtain the pore size distribution

curve, pore volume, and average pore diameter value of

the crystal.

Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell Culture

Preparation of serum-free medium containing HAP:

a certain amount of HAP crystals were plated, sterilized

by ultraviolet light for 30 min, and then dispersed in serum-

free medium to prepare a suspension with a concentration of

500 μg/mL. Dilution was performed after 5 minutes of

ultrasound before use.

HK-2 cells were cultured in DMEM/F-12 supplemented

with 10% FBS, 100 µg/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL

streptomycin in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C. Trypsin diges-

tion was performed for cell propagation. The cells were

divided into two groups: (A) control group, in which only

serum-free medium was added, and (B) crystal treatment

group, in which HK-2 cells were exposed to 250 μg/mL

HAP-40 nm, HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 µm and HAP-2 µm for

24 h. Aspirated supernatant and washed twice with PBS for

subsequent experiments.

Cell Viability Detection

The cytotoxicity of HAP crystals with various sizes was

evaluated through CCK-8 viability assay. The experimen-

tal model was divided into two groups: (A) control group:

only serum-free medium was added, and (B) crystal treat-

ment group: HK-2 cells were exposed to HAP-40 nm,

HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 µm and HAP-2 µm crystals for

24 h with concentrations of 63, 125, 250 and 500 μg/mL,

respectively. Afterward, 10 μL of CCK-8 was added to

each well and incubated for 2 h at 37°C. Absorbance was

measured by using the microplate reader at 450 nm.

Cell viability ¼ AðTreatment groupÞ
AðControl groupÞ � 100 (1)

Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) Release Assay

The experimental model was divided into four groups: (A)

cell-free culture medium wells (control wells of back-

ground), (B) control wells without crystal treatment (sam-

ple control wells), (C) cells without crystal treatment for

the subsequent cleavage of the wells (sample maximum

enzyme activity control wells), and (D) treated group with

HAP-40 nm, HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 µm, and HAP-2 µm

crystals with concentrations of 63, 125, 250 and 500 μg/
mL, respectively, for 24 h (drug–treated wells). After incu-

bation, absorbance was analyzed at 490 nm with

a reference wavelength of 620 nm according to the LDH

kit instruction.

LDHð%Þ ¼ AðGroupDÞ � AðGroupAÞ
AðGroupCÞ � AðGroupAÞ � 100 (2)

Cell Morphology Observation by Hematoxylin-Eosin

(HE) Staining

The experimental model was grouped according to

“Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell Culture”.

The cells were washed by PBS twice, fixed by parafor-

maldehyde, and stained with hematoxylin for 15 min and

eosin staining solution for 5 min. When the prepared

samples were observed under the microscope, the nucleus

appeared blue-violet, and the cytoplasm was pink or red.

Cell Cytoskeleton Observation

After treatment according to “Preparation of Crystal

Suspensions and Cell Culture”, the cells were fixed with

3.7% paraformaldehyde solution for 20 min at room tem-

perature and washed three times with 0.1% Triton X-100

in PBS for approximately 5 min each time. Actin-Tracker

Green was diluted 1:100 with PBS containing 5% BSA

and 0.1% Triton X-100. Approximately 200 μL of diluted

Actin-tracker Green staining solution was added to each

group and incubated for 60 min at room temperature in the

dark. The cells were washed with PBS containing 0.1%

Triton X-100 twice, and the nuclei were stained with

DAPI for 10 min and then observed under confocal

microscope.
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Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) Detection

Qualitative observation: The experimental model was

grouped according to “Preparation of Crystal Suspensions

and Cell Culture”. After incubation for 24 h, the samples

were stained with 500 μL of DCFH-DA diluted with serum-

free culture medium at 1:1000 for 20 min. The cells were

then observed under a fluorescence microscope.

Quantitative detection: 100 μL of cell suspension with

a concentration of 1×105 cells/mL was inoculated per well

in 96-well plates. After incubation for 24 h, the samples

were stained using 100 μL of DCFH-DA dye solution for

20 min. The fluorescence intensity of intracellular ROS

was quantitatively detected by microplate reader.

Quantitative Analysis of Internalized HAP Crystals

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled HAP was pre-

pared through a two-step reaction. First, 0.05 g of HAP and

5 mL of AMPTES were added into 50 mL of absolute

ethanol with continuous stirring at 74°C for 3 h. Afterward,

0.025 g of FITC was added to the mixture for a reaction time

of 6 h at 74°C to form FITC-labeled HAP crystals, which

were then washed several times with anhydrous ethanol and

deionized water until free FITC was removed. The crystals

were dried for 24 h.

The experimental model was grouped according to

“Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell Culture”.

Freshly prepared 250 μg/mL FITC-labeled HAP-40 nm,

HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 µm, and HAP-2 µm crystals were

added to cultured cells and incubated at 37°C for

24 h. After incubation, the supernatant was removed, and

the cells were treated with 0.4 mL of ethylenediaminete-

traacetic acid (EDTA) (5 mM) for 5 min to remove the

adherent HAP. The cells were then resuspended after

washing with PBS, and the percentage of cells with inter-

nalized crystals was measured by flow cytometry.

Detection of Calcium Concentration in HK-2 Cells

After treatment according to “Preparation of Crystal

Suspensions and Cell Culture”, each cell group was cen-

trifuged for 5 min (1000 rpm/min). The supernatant was

removed, washed twice with PBS, and re-centrifuged to

obtain a cell pellet. Afterward, 200 μL of Fluo-4 AM (5

μmol/L) was added, incubated at 37°C for 30 min, washed

three times with PBS, and tested on the machine.

Detection of Mitochondrial Membrane Potential

(Δψm)

Qualitative observation: After treatment according to

“Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell Culture”,

200 μL of JC-1 stain solution was added to each group

of cells and mixed at 37°C for 20 min in the dark. The

mixture was washed three times with PBS and observed

under a fluorescence microscope.

Quantitative detection: After treatment according to

“Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell Culture”,

each cell group was centrifuged for 5 min (1000 rpm/min).

The supernatant was aspirated, washed twice with PBS, and

re-centrifuged to obtain a cell pellet. After resuspension in

200 μL of PBS, the mixture was centrifuged for 5 min

(1000 rpm/min), stained with 200 μL of JC-1 dye for

15 min, washed three times with PBS, and tested on the

machine.

Cell Cycle Detection Assay

Approximately 2 mL of cell suspension with a cell con-

centration of 1×105 cells/mL was inoculated per well in

six-well plates and incubated for 24 h. After the cells were

confluent, the medium was changed to serum-free culture

media and then incubated for another 12 h to achieve

synchronization. The experimental grouping was the

same as those in “Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and

Cell Culture”. The cells were collected with trypsin diges-

tion, washed twice with PBS, centrifuged (1000 rpm) for

5 min, and then fixed with 70% ethanol at 4°C for

12 hours. The ethanol was removed through centrifugation

(2000 rpm, 5 minutes), and the cells were washed twice

with PBS, resuspended in 200 μL of propidium iodide, and

kept at 37°C for 15 min. Cell cycle was analyzed by flow

cytometry to measure the amount of PI-labeled DNA in

the fixed cells.

Detection of Apoptosis and Necrosis

Qualitative observation: after treatment according

to “Preparation of Crystal Suspensions and Cell

Culture”, 800 μL of cell staining buffer, 5 μL of

Hoechst 33342 staining solution, and 5 μL of PI stain-

ing solution were added to each cell group. The sample

was mixed at 4°C for 20 min in the dark, washed three

times with PBS, and observed under a fluorescence

microscope.

Quantitative detection: after the treatment of HAP

crystals with different sizes was completed, the cells

were harvested and then stained with 5 μL of annexin

V-FITC for 10 min at room temperature. The cells were

then resuspended in 200 μL of binding buffer, stained with

5 μL of PI, and analyzed using flow cytometry.
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Statistical Analysis

Normal distribution of experimental results was ana-

lyzed by Shapiro–Wilk test. Data were assessed using

one-way ANOVA test, followed by Tukey’s multiple

comparison test for those following normal distribution.

The data were presented as individual values and

assessed using the Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by

Dunn’s multiple comparisons test when following a non-

normal distribution. Statistical analyses were performed

with Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, CA, USA) for

Windows software.

Results
Characterization of HAP Crystals
Figure 1A shows the SEM images of four spherical

HAP crystals with different sizes. The spherical HAPs

had sizes of 37.94±8.70 nm, 71.27±5.37 nm, 0.96±0.19

μm, and 1.92±0.59 μm (Table 1) as measured by the

software Nano Measurer (v1.2.5) and were named as

HAP-40 nm, HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 μm, and HAP-2 μm,

respectively.

Figure S1A shows the XRD patterns of different sizes

of the nano-HAP crystals. The diffraction peaks of

HAP-40nm              HAP-70nm     

HAP-1µm HAP-2µm 

A

B C

Figure 1 SEM images of HAP with different sizes (A). Cell viability (B) and LDH release (C) of HK-2 cells after injury by HAP crystals with different concentrations and

sizes for 24 h. (**P<0.01, *P<0.05 vs control); Crystal concentration: 63, 125, 250, 500 μg/mL, respectively; treatment time: 24 h. Scale bars: 200 nm (HAP-40nm, HAP-

70 nm), 1 μm (HAP-1μm, HAP-2μm).
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interplanar spacing d = 3.42, 2.80, 2.78, 2.65, 2.26, 1.95,

and 1.83 nm corresponded to the (002), (211), (112),

(202), (310), (222), and (213) planes of HAP, respectively

(JCPDS No. 09–0432).

In the FT-IR spectrum (Figure S1B), the peaks at 3578

and 3428 cm−1 correspond to O-H stretching vibration peaks,

and those at 607, 960, and 1034 cm−1 are the absorption

bands of PO4
3−. FT-IR and XRD spectroscopy results

showed that all four HAPs were pure-phase crystals.

Physicochemical Properties of HAP

Crystals of Various Sizes
1) Zeta potential

Figure S2A shows the negative zeta potential values of

HAP crystals dispersed in the medium and in water (Table 1).

The absolute values of zeta potential were ranked as follows:

HAP-40 nm < HAP-70 nm < HAP-1 μm < HAP-2 μm.

The absolute value of the zeta potential of each HAP

value in the medium is slightly smaller than the zeta

potential in water. This discrepancy is attributed to the

large number of inorganic ions (Ca2+ and Mg2+), amino

acids, and vitamins in the DMEM/F-12 medium.

Owing to the negatively charged HAP surface,20 the

PO4
3-on the surface of HAP neutralizes Ca2+ and Mg2+ in

the culture medium, thus reducing the absolute value of

the zeta potential of the HAP crystal.

2) Conductivity

Figure S2B shows the conductivity of each HAP crys-

tal in the culture medium and in water. HAP is a poorly

soluble substance, and only a small amount of HAP was

dissolved in water. Thus, its conductivity value was low.

Given the large number of inorganic ions (Ca2+ and Mg2+)

contained in the DMEM/F-12 medium, the conductivity of

the HAP crystals dispersed in the medium (12.70–14.43

mS/cm) was higher than that of the crystal dispersed in

water (0.16–0.53 mS/cm). The conductivity levels of the

HAPs of different sizes were ranked as follows: HAP-40

nm>HAP-70 nm>HAP-1 μm>HAP-2 μm.

3) Specific surface area, pore volume, and pore size

Figure S3 shows the N2 adsorption–desorption curves

and pore size distribution curves of all HAP crystals. The

adsorption–desorption curves of HAP-40 nm and HAP-70

nm were typical type III adsorption isotherms,21,22 indicat-

ing the weak interaction between adsorbate N2 and these

two HAP crystals. The pore volume distribution peaks

appeared for the two types of HAP crystals, indicating

that these crystals were rough and had large specific sur-

face areas (Table 1).

The adsorption–desorption curves of HAP-1 μm and

HAP-2 μm were typical Ι-type (microporous) adsorption

isotherms;22 that is, the interaction between the adsorbed

N2 and these HAP crystals was strong, and the crystal

surface did not have a noticeable pore structure and had

a small specific surface area. The specific surface areas

SBET of the HAP crystals were ranked as follows: HAP-40

nm (76.2 m2/g)>HAP-70 nm (67.0 m2/g)>>HAP-1 μm
(6.16 m2/g)>HAP-2 μm (1.18 m2/g).

Changes of Cell Viability Caused by HAP

Crystals
Figure 1B shows the changes in the viability of HK-2 cells

after they were treated with HAP crystals with different sizes

for 24 h. All these crystals caused a decrease in cell viability

and were concentration-dependent; that is, the cell viability

decreased as the crystal concentration increased.

At the same concentration, the toxicity of each crystal

to HK-2 cells was ranked as follows: HAP-40 nm>HAP-

70 nm>HAP-1 μm>HAP-2 μm. That is, the smaller the

Table 1 Basic Physical and Chemical Properties of HAP with Different Sizes

Crystal

Type

Crystal Size* Zeta

Potential

in

Water/

mV

Zeta Potential

in Culture

Medium/mV

Conductivity

in Water/mS/

cm

Conductivity in

Culture Medium

mS/cm

Specific

Surface Area

SBET/m
2/g

Pore

Volume

/mm3/g

Pore

Size

/nm

HAP-40nm 37.94±8.70 nm −4.00 −3.21 0.53 14.43 76.2 29.2 6.77

HAP-70nm 71.27±5.37 nm −8.19 −4.14 0.42 14.13 67.0 4.19 35.3

HAP-1µm 0.96±0.19 µm −15.00 −13.94 0.21 13.60 6.16 0.003 1.37

HAP-2µm 1.92±0.59 µm −29.28 −24.08 0.16 12.70 1.18 0.001 6.67

Note: *The average crystal size was determined by Nano Measurer Software from the SEM images.
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size of HAP, the greater its cytotoxicity. Especially at high

concentrations (500 μg/mL), the nano-HAP was more

cytotoxic, and the cell activity was less than 60%.

Changes of Lactate Dehydrogenase

(LDH) Release Caused by HAP Crystals
LDH levels can be used to assess the effect of HAP on

HK-2 cell membrane integrity.23 As shown in Figure 1C,

the four HAPs significantly increased the release of LDH

compared with that in the control group (p<0.05).

Therefore, the HAP crystals noticeably damaged the cell

membrane in a concentration-dependent manner. At the

same concentration, the use of a small size led to a high

amount of LDH released by HAP.

Changes of Cell Morphology Caused by

HAP Crystals
The effect of each HAP crystal on the morphology of HK-

2 cells was investigated by HE staining (Figure 2A). The

four HAPs can reduce the number of cells, loosen the

connection between cells, and increase the intercellular

space. At the same concentration, the effect of nano-

HAP crystals on cell morphology was greater than that

of micro-HAP crystals.

Changes of Cytoskeleton Caused by HAP

Crystals
The cytoskeleton includes three types of protein fibers:

actin fibers, microtubules, and intermediate fibers. These

backbone fibers are interconnected to maintain the basic

shape of the cells.24 We used Actin-Tracker Green for the

actin staining of HK-2 cells and for the detection of the

skeletal spread of HK-2 cells (Figure 2B). The cytoskele-

ton of the normal group spread well, and the microfila-

ments were clearly visible. Most of the cytoskeleton in the

two micro-HAP treatment groups remained intact.

However, the cytoskeleton distribution of the HAP-40

nm and HAP-70 nm treatment groups was disordered,

and the cell deformation was severe, indicating the

destruction of cytoskeletal integrity.

Changes of ROS Levels Caused by HAP

Crystals
Intracellular ROS levels reflect the oxidative toxicity of

crystals.25 The qualitative and quantitative detection of

ROS produced and induced by HAP crystals was performed

using DCFH-DA fluorescent probing (Figure 3A) and flow

cytometry (Figure 3B), respectively.

The positive control group stimulated the strongest

fluorescence intensity under the stimulation of a Rosup

staining solution, whereas the negative control group was

the weakest (Figure 3A). The HAPs with different sizes

increased the fluorescence intensity of cells; the smaller

the crystal size, the greater the increase in fluorescence

intensity.

Quantitative detection showed that the proportion of

cells with elevated intracellular ROS levels was as fol-

lows: positive control (77.1%)>HAP-40 nm (41.4%)

>HAP-70 nm (28.5%)>HAP-1 μm (16.6%)>HAP-2 μm

(10.2%)>negative control (3.43%) (Figure 3B and C).

The HAP crystals with different sizes induced the cells

to produce varying degrees of ROS, which in turn caused

varying degrees of oxidative damage to cells.

Changes of the Percentage of Cells with

Internalized HAP Crystals of Varying

Sizes
The endocytotic ability of HK-2 cells for HAP of varying

sizes was quantitatively detected by flow cytometry

(Figure 4A and C). The cells in the presence of FITC

signal were considered to have internalized crystals. The

percentage of cells with internalized crystals in the control

group was 0.58%, whereas those in HAP-40 nm, HAP-70

nm, HAP-1 µm, and HAP-2 µm treated cells were 42.5%,

30.7%, 14.5%, and 8.12%, respectively. The percentage of

cells with internalized crystals decreased with the increas-

ing crystal size and was positively correlated with crystal

toxicity to HK-2 cells (Figure 4E, R2 = 0.943).

Changes of Intracellular Calcium

Concentration Caused by HAP Crystals
The effect of four HAPs on the [Ca2+]i levels in HK-2 cells

is shown in Figure 4B. Each HAP crystal caused an

increase in [Ca2+]i level (6.42%–26.6%) compared with

that in the normal control group (2.46%), and the smaller

the size, the greater the increase caused by the crystal

(Figure 4B). The increase in [Ca2+]i levels was positively

correlated with the cytotoxicity of HAP (Figure 4D); that

is, the higher the cytotoxicity of the crystal, the higher the

[Ca2+]i level caused (Figure 4F). The increase in [Ca2+]i
caused by HAP may be an important factor leading to

cytotoxicity.
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ROS quantitative histogram. Crystal concentration: 250 μg/mL; treatment time: 24 h. Scale bars: 50 μm (400x).
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Changes of Mitochondrial Membrane

Potential (Δψm) Induced by HAP Crystals
Fluorescent probe JC-1 is a cationic lipophilic dye that can

penetrate the cell membrane freely. When Δψm is high, JC-1

accumulates in the mitochondrial matrix to form polymers

(J-aggregates), thus producing red fluorescence (high ΔΨm).

Conversely, whenΔψm is low, JC-1 cannot accumulate in the

mitochondrial matrix. JC-1 is a monomer, which produces

green fluorescence. Therefore, the change in particle mem-

brane potential can be qualitatively observed under

a fluorescence microscope using JC-1 as the fluorescence

probe for qualitative analysis (Figure 5A), and quantitative

detection can be performed by flow cytometry (Figure 5B).

The normal group showed strong red fluorescence and

weak green fluorescence (Figure 5A), and the proportion of

cells at low potential was 5.18% (Figure 5B). However, after

HAP crystal treatment, red fluorescence was weakened,

green fluorescence was enhanced, and the proportion of low-

potential cells was significantly increased (9.48%–26.68%).

Thus, the HAP crystals caused different degrees of mito-

chondrial depolarization. The mitochondrial membrane

potential decreased (22.72%–26.68%) because the nano-

crystals have a more severe effect (9.48%–16.46%) and

greater cytotoxicity than the micron crystals.

Changes of Cell Cycle Distribution

Induced by HAP Crystals
As shown in Figure 6, the four HAP crystals resulted in an

increase in the proportion of cells in the G0/G1 phase (pre-

DNA synthesis), the proportion of G0/G1 in HAP-40 nm,

HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 μm, and HAP-2 μm treatment groups

were 83.8%, 75.3%, 73.8%, and 65.5%, respectively,

which were greater than 58.6% of the control group. The

proportion of S phase (DNA synthesis period) decreased to

10.2% and 17.2%. 14.1% and 23.8% were all less than the

27.6% of the control group (Figure 6B). That is, each HAP

blocked cell proliferation, and its retention ability to the

G0/G1 phase of the cells was consistent with the cytotoxi-

city order of each crystal (Figure 6C).

Effect of HAP Crystals on Cell Death

Mode of HK-2 Cells
Apoptosis and necrosis were qualitatively observed by

fluorescence microscopy using Hoechst 33342-PI double

staining (Figure 7A). Hoechst 33342 can penetrate the cell

membrane into normal and apoptotic cells and binds to

intracellular DNA to show blue fluorescence. PI does not

pass through the normal cell membrane, but it can transmit

red fluorescence by binding to DNA in the nucleus

through the membrane of late apoptotic and necrotic

cells. The small number of cells with red fluorescence in

the normal control group indicated the relatively low

quantity of late apoptotic and necrotic cells. The number

of cells with red fluorescence increased in the HAP crystal

treatment group, and the cells treated by small-sized HAP

showed higher degrees of necrosis.

The number of cells with apoptotic or necrotic morphotype

was measured by flow cytometry using Annexin V-FITC/PI

double staining (Figure 7B and C). The proportion of cells

with apoptotic morphotype (Q4) and necrotic morphotype

(Q1+Q2) was only 1.2%. The number of cells with necrotic

morphotype increased with the decrease in HAP size in the

following order: HAP-40 nm (31.3%) > HAP-70 nm (25.5%)

> HAP-1 μm (15.9%) > HAP-2 μm (8.1%).

Discussion
HAP is a common component of most idiopathic CaOx

stones and the core element of Randall plaques. HAP

crystallites on the surface of renal epithelial cells are

nests that can induce the formation of Randall plaques

and even kidney stones. HAP crystals with different sizes

from nanometer to micrometer and with varying morphol-

ogies can be found in Randall plaques.8

Urinary supersaturation, which is closely related and

inversely proportional to the size of initially formed

crystallites,28 is higher in kidney stone formers than in

healthy controls.26,27 Owing to the high supersaturation

in the urine of stone formers, their initially formed urine

crystallites were smaller than those of healthy controls.

Therefore, we studied the damage of four different sizes

of HAP to renal epithelial cells and the underlying risk of

Randall plaque formation to reveal and understand the

mechanism of stone formation.

The formation of Randall plaque and its transformation

into stones are divided into four stages.12,29 1) Calcium

phosphate crystals are deposited in the nipple interstitial. 2)

Then, Randall plaque grows and expands. 3) The epithe-

lium of the plaque cells is damaged. 4) Apatite and CaOx

crystals accumulate on the surface of the Randall plaque,

eventually forming kidney stones. As one of the important

links in the formation of Randall plaque and its transfor-

mation into calculus, the cell damage caused by this pla-

que further induces the adherence of HAP and accelerates

the exposure of Randall plaque to urine, thereby attracting

CaOx in the supersaturated surrounding urine. The
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attachment of crystals to the surface of the plaque pro-

motes the deposition of CaOx crystals, which increases the

risk of kidney stone formation.

The four HAP crystals with different sizes showed

dose and size dependence on cell viability and LDH

release (Figure 1C). Nanoscale HAP-40 nm and HAP-70

nm were more toxic to HK-2 cells than the micron-sized

HAP-1 μm. The destruction of HK-2 cell morphological

integrity by the HAP crystals also showed a consistent

pattern of toxicity (Figure 2A). The integrity of cell
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Figure 6 Changes in cell cycle distribution of HK-2 cells after injury by HAPs with different sizes. (A) Cell cycle images detected by Flow cytometry; (B) quantitative
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morphology is necessary in completing the normal phy-

siological functions.

Changes in the cytoskeleton occur after cell damage

(Figure 2C). Nano-HAP crystals can be directly endocy-

tosed into the interior of the cell. Endocytosis leads to

rearrangement of actin and affects the skeletal organization

in the cell. Therefore, the treatment groups of the nano-

sized HAP-40 nm and HAP-70 nm greatly affected the

cytoskeleton tissue,30 resulting in the disorder of cytoske-

leton distribution and destruction of cytoskeleton integrity.

By contrast, the large micron-sized HAP crystals could not

directly interfere with actin alignment as easily as could

the nanocrystals. Thus, most of the cytoskeleton in the

HAP-1 μm and HAP-2 μm treatment groups essentially

remained intact.

We further examined some biochemical indicators in

the cells to further investigate the causes of differences in

cytotoxicity caused by the HAP crystals of different sizes.

The production of ROS is an important cause of cytotoxi-

city caused by oxidative stress, and the specific surface

area of exogenous particles is a key factor affecting ROS

production.31 Qualitative and quantitative detection

showed that the intracellular ROS levels in the groups

treated by HAP-40 nm, HAP-70 nm, HAP-1 μm, and

HAP-2 μm crystals, which had specific surface areas of

76.2, 67.0, 6.16, and 1.18 m2/g, increased to 41.4%,

28.5%, 16.6%, and 10.2%, respectively (Figure 3). That

is, the smaller the crystal size, the larger the amount of

ROS produced.

The dissolution of HAP releases calcium ions, which

can enter the cytoplasm, and the homeostasis of intracel-

lular calcium ([Ca2+]i) plays a crucial role in nearly all

cellular processes, including cell proliferation and apopto-

sis. Nano-sized HAP crystals with large specific surface

areas are beneficial for cell uptake and dissolved in lyso-

somal acidic environments, which in turn increases [Ca2+]i
levels and causes an imbalance in intracellular Ca2+ home-

ostasis, leading to cytotoxicity.32

Motskin et al33 showed that treatment of MGC80-3

cells with rod-shaped nano-HAPs of different sizes caused

an increase in [Ca2+]i; a good correlation was observed

between the increase in [Ca2+]i and the cytotoxicity of

HAP.33,34 The results also showed that nano-scale HAP-

40 nm and HAP-70 nm, which had large specific surface

areas, showed greater toxicity than the micro-level HAP-1

μm and HAP-2 μm crystals, which had small specific

surface areas. The increase of [Ca2+]i level was positively

correlated with the cytotoxicity of HAP (Figure 4F). That

is, the increase in [Ca2+]i levels caused by HAP was an

important factor leading to cytotoxicity.

Most of the ROS occurs in the mitochondria.

Therefore, high levels of ROS can induce changes in

mitochondrial membrane permeability, mitochondrial

membrane potential depolarization, respiratory chain dis-

ruption, and mitochondrial function disruption. When the

mitochondria are damaged beyond their own repair capa-

city, they undergo apoptosis or necrosis.35 Four kinds of

HAPs significantly caused a decrease in ΔΨm (Figure 5).

The HAP-40 nm and HAP-70 nm treatment groups, which

had high ROS levels, exhibited lower damage to mito-

chondrial membrane potential than HAP-1 μm and HAP-

2 μm.

Oxidative stress can also lead to DNA damage, which

causes cell cycle retention36 and thus accelerates cell

death.37 The G1 phase is a key stage in determining the

state of cell proliferation. A detection point (R point) reg-

ulates the cell proliferation cycle, which controls the pro-

gress of cellular activities. The R point can prevent the

damaged cells from entering the S phase, and the cells are

directly detached from the G1 phase and enter the death

process. The nano-HAP-induced HK-2 cell cycle arrest was

stronger in G0/G1 phase than micron HAP (Figure 6). The

normal cell cycle was disrupted, thus further inducing cells

into the death program (Figure 7).

When HAP crystals adhere to the cell surface, they

immediately internalized. This phenomenon is the key

event in mediating nanoscopic calcium phosphate

toxicity.33 HAP-induced cell damage is mainly caused by

the internalization of crystals and the increase in cytosolic

Ca2+ levels, which reflect the dissolution of calcium phos-

phate particles in lysosomes. Excessive dissolution of cal-

cium phosphate destroys the intracellular calcium

homeostasis, thereby causing mitochondrial dysfunction

and cell cycle disorder, that is, a series of cellular

responses eventually leads to the death of a large number

of necrotic cells (Figure 8).31

The endocytotic ability of renal epithelial cells for

HAP exhibits size dependence. Nano-HAP is easier to be

endocytosed into cells than micron-sized HAP. The inter-

nalization of nano-HAP crystals was more extensive than

that of micron-sized HAP (Figure 4A). Therefore, nano-

sized HAP exhibits higher cytotoxicity than micron-sized

HAP, suggesting that the former has higher risk of forming

Randall plaque than the latter.

In a normal in vivo environment, normal renal tubular

cells can inhibit the adhesion of HAP crystals and
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eliminate some HAP crystallites through endocytosis.

Pathological circumstances, such as exogenous stimulus,

may induce healthy cells to acquire a crystal-binding

phenotype.38 Oxidative damage caused by free radicals

can lead to the exfoliation of membrane fragments in the

lumen and the expression of adhesion molecules, which

provide suitable sites for the nucleation and adhesion of

urine crystallites (such as HAP and CaOx).39 The newly

formed crystals adhere to the surface of tubular cells and

further cause cell damage by the adhesion and aggregation

of new microcrystals and accelerating the formation of

Randall plaque. The formed plaque destroys the renal

papillary epithelial layer, contact the urine, and induce

CaOx stone formation.

Conclusions
The cytotoxicity of HAP crystals is closely related to

crystal size. The action of four HAP crystals with different

sizes on HK-2 cells caused cell membrane damage, cell

morphology changes, cytoskeleton damage, and intracel-

lular Ca2+ level increase. These changes result in an imbal-

ance of the intracellular calcium homeostasis and a large

amount of intracellular ROS production. In turn, this con-

dition will decrease ΔΨm, arrest the cell cycle, cause loss

Figure 8 Schematic diagram of cytotoxicity mechanism of HK-2 cells induced by HAP with different sizes.
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of normal cell function, and induce cell necrosis.

Moreover, the cytotoxicity of HAP on HK-2 cells is size-

dependent. The results of this work are helpful for further

understanding the formation mechanism of Randall plaque

and its promoting effect on the formation of CaOx kidney

stones.
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